
Walton Montessori Nursery Newsletter 

(12/06/2020) 

Welcome Back everyone 
Oak Class 

This week we have had a lot of fun Building ‘Robots, Trucks & Buildings’ thinking about what we would use 

and how it would look and work. We have really been enjoying working as a team to do these fantastic 

designs, then at circle times talking to all our friends in our ‘bubbles’ about what we have created.  
 

 
 

Circle times have been fun outside in the garden, we have been discussing who will be leaving us to go to 

school and who are going to be the ‘Big’ children in Oak class when they go. Everyone is excited about their 

next move and is the topic every circle time, it is great to see all children excited and chatting about this. 

Some of us have been doing lots of maths, counting and exploring numerals. 

Also, we have celebrated Abby’s 4th birthday, we sang Happy Birthday and we all had a piece of 

yummy birthday cake too. 

 
 

 

 



Elm Class 

This week we have been designing wall art, textures, and shapes as 

we have been really interested in our ‘circles, squares and star’ 

shapes. Our designs are now on the wall and we are learning to say 

all the shape names. 

We also have been looking at textures around Elm class, we found 

soft and hard things. Shapes we found also and worked together to put these onto rods building towers.  

In the garden we have been exploring bats and balls and 

having a go at hitting the ball with the bats laughing as 

we did this. In the cars we have been saying ‘bye’ as we 

speed of around the garden then when we see our 

teacher we say ‘hello’ great social and communication 

skills. 

 

 

 

 
 

Important Reminders….. please make sure you bring a bag with sets of clothes for your children, these will 

remain at nursery. If any clothes are sent home remember to replace them. Thank you 

As you are aware ILG have not enforced notice periods since nursery temporarily closed in March due to 

Covid-19. Please be aware from July all previous terms and conditions that were in place before Covid-19 

will be reinstated, this includes a minimum of one moths notice when leaving or reducing sessions if we do 

not receive notice before 30th June we will assume that you are continuing as normal with your nursery 

place and all T&Cs will be applicable and you will be invoiced for July onwards as per normal. 

Just so that you are aware: Jane.B, Jane.C, Holly & Saiba are still Furloughed at this moment in time and we 

hope to see them back soon 

Tapestry: Please kindly activate your login details and check your children’s profiles which are updated regularly. Kindly add any 

home observations and pictures of recent travel or trips to show parent partnerships. This learning portfolio will be shared with 

your child’s future school. 

 

We value and appreciate our strong relationships with parents and guardians. Thank you all 

for your continuous support. We have an open-door policy and would welcome any 

comments and suggestions  

Thank you Jane, Maria and Walton staff team.  

   

 


